NEW & IMPROVED
Mossy Oak Biologic Addiction products have been trusted by serious outdoorsmen for years. Time-tested formulas like Chestnut Magic and BioRock have earned their place in the field time after time. That’s part of the reason starting new for 2017, we seek to ensure that the new look of our packaging effectively communicates the value of the product within. So whether you’re looking for proven formulas for success, or want to try our cutting edge, innovative new products, you’ll be able to find a unique hunting solution in the Mossy Oak Biologic Addiction lineup.

100% NATURAL ROCK SALT PRODUCTS
THE BIOROCK ADVANTAGE
100% natural mineral supplement • Sold in the natural form; not a compressed mineral lick • Lasts much longer than a typical salt lick • Contains over 84 minerals, including many believed to promote deer health and antler growth • Key minerals include: Calcium, Phosphorus, Magnesium and Sulfur • Slowly dissolves into the soil to create long-lasting, frequently visited lick site

NUGGETS
8 LB
100% solid, not compressed; slows the dissolving process • Conveniently sized nuggets • Allows spreading over a wider area

BLOCK
5 LB
100% solid, not compressed; slows the dissolving process • Broken into conveniently sized nuggets • Allows spreading over a wider area

ROCK
8 LB
100% solid, not compressed; slows the dissolving process • Conveniently sized nuggets • Slower dissolving BioRock product

GRANDMA’S PIE
2 LB
Real fruit pieces whitetail can’t resist • Attracts deer like a traditional mineral lick • Helps keep them coming back with natural scents and flavors

APPLE
BIO-PIE-AP

BERRY
BIO-PIE-BE

PEAR
BIO-PIE-PR

GAMETRAIL MIX
4 LB
Real fruit or vegetable pieces and pellets • Like trail mix for deer

SWEET POTATO
BIO-BT-SP

APPLE
BIO-BT-AP
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Deer use urine to spread scent, which is a crucial method of communication driving their behavior. Addiction Haze Aerosols provide a proven method for dispersing deer urine into your hunting area to draw in deer by stimulating their scent receptors.

**HAZETM AEROSOL DEER URINE**

Portable sized cans • Releases scent particles that attach to vegetation and travel through the air to attract deer from a distance

**HAZETM RUB STICKZ**

Real deer urine • Instantly draw in deer from long range • Won’t spill or leak • Will last two years after opening • Solid state allows you to mix urine on desired surface such as leaves, leaves tree or ground

**DEER DIP INFUSED GEL PELLETS**

2 oz

Perfect pocket size for easy carry • Sticks to ground or tree limbs • Reactives when wet

Place on a stump, under your stand, or in a scrape!

**DEER DIP SCENTED WICKS**

5 pack

Biodegradable • Use one per hunt • Fast and easy alternative to traditional scent wicks

**HAZETM RUT RE-NEW**

**NATURAL**

**BUCK URINE**

**BIO-HAZ4-BU**

**ESTRUS DOE URINE**

**BIO-HAZ4-DE**

**DOE URINE**

**BIO-HAZ4-DU**

**SYNTHETIC**

**BUCK URINE**

**BIO-HAZS-BU**

**ESTRUS DOE URINE**

**BIO-HAZS-DE**

**DOE URINE**

**BIO-HAZS-DU**

**AVAILABLE IN**

**SYNTHETIC**
**DUNSTAN CHESTNUT MAGIC™**

Proven formula containing actual Dunstan Chestnuts & blend of grains • Sweeter tasting than acorns • 2 times the protein & 4 times the carbohydrates of acorns

**STUDIES SHOW DEER CHOOSE CHESTNUTS 100:1 OVER ACORNS**

**POWDER**

Saturates ground creating a habit-forming lick site • Combines with other natural minerals to enhance site • Three flavors that deer love

**BIO-ROCK**

All Addiction Powder is infused with BioRock Himalayan salt

BioRock Powder 6 LB

Apple Powder 5 LB

Corn Powder 5 LB